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“Feeling overwhelmed by the idea of creating a visual abstract?” 
We understand, and we don’t want you to sift through a sea of websites in 
search of the best resource. 

In this resource list, we bring together our top picks, as well as a curated list 
for each category of resource. Most of the websites in our collection offer some 
resources for free or can be subscribed to for a small fee. We’ve also including 
a reading list for authors who would like to dig a little deeper into the details.

Designing software 
Are you a creative researcher who wants to design your own graphics? If 
purchasing a license for Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop is outside your budget, 
you can try free and open-source software such as Inkscape and GIMP. While 
Inkscape, like Illustrator, is vector-based software, GIMP, like Photoshop, is 
raster-based software. At the end of this resources list, you’ll find links to 
YouTube training videos for both options.

Mind the GRAPH 
If you do not want to design your graphics from scratch using graphic design 
software, Mind the Graph online infographic maker for researchers and 
scientists can assist you in creating visual abstracts, posters, and even slides. 
You can use it for free and access all the galleries of scientifically accurate 
illustrations. You will, however, need to upgrade if you want to use your 
graphics in publications and formal communications without citing Mind the 
Graph. Look for the student subscription that costs only $7 per month.

Our top picks!
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https://inkscape.org/
https://www.gimp.org/
https://mindthegraph.com/
http://linkedin.com/feed
http://twitter.com
http://facebook.com
http://gmail.com


Canva 
Canva is another fantastic tool for those with no design experience. With 
access to hundreds of design templates and free graphics, you can create 
stunning visual content for free. The workspace’s simple drag-and-drop 
functionality makes it a very user-friendly tool. 

Adobe colour 
Even for an experienced designer, selecting the right set of colours is difficult. 
Adobe Color is a great website that allows you to choose colours from the 
colour wheel, extract colours from a picture, create your own colour palette, 
or simply borrow from current trends. To download or save your palette, you 
must have an Adobe account. If you do not want to sign up, you can simply 
copy and paste the HEX code into your platform. 

Coolors.co 
Aside from creating a perfect palette, Coolors.co also offers free tools for 
checking contrast, creating a gradient, bulk converting images to JPG, PNG, 
and GIF, and much more. Subscription removes advertisements and generates 
more than 5 colour palettes.  

Noun project 
The Noun Project has icons in a variety of styles for almost anything you can 
think of. You can find these icons using a keyword search and download them 
in PNG or SVG format. You can also customize the colour of the icons before 
downloading! One of the most significant advantages is that you can choose 
icons from a single creator, ensuring that your graphic style is consistent 
throughout your visual abstract. 

Flaticon 
Flaticon is another massive database for free customized icons 
and stickers. With a free subscription, you can collect nearly 150 non-premium 
icons in a single day. When using these for any purpose, you must give credit 
to the site or the author.  

Google Fonts 
Fonts are also protected by copyright! Google Fonts is the place to go if you 
want to use free fonts without giving credit. You can also test and search 
fonts for use in over 135 languages. What else is on offer? There are free icons, 
knowledge resources, and guides for using icons and fonts in CSS. 

Visual abstract Primer by Dr Andrew M Ibrahim 
We can’t end our list of favourite picks without mentioning Dr. Andrew 
Ibrahim’s Visual Abstract Primer. This document covers the fundamentals of 
visual abstract, from conceptualization to design, and includes a resource list. 
An absolute must-read!
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In the age of social media, the field of visualization has expanded tremendously. It is
impossible to list all useful resources in one place, so we have limited our list to a few 
websites and tools for each resource category to help you get started.

If you want to explore beyond our top picks, check out the detailed list from each 
category below and let us know which one you prefer.

https://www.canva.com/en/
https://color.adobe.com/explore
https://coolors.co/
https://thenounproject.com/icons/
https://www.flaticon.com/
https://fonts.google.com/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5854aaa044024321a353bb0d/t/5a527aa89140b76bbfb2028a/1515354827682/VisualAbstract_Primer_v4_1.pdf
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Colour advice 
and inspiration

Graphics and icons

About Us
Good day, friends!

IN COLOR BALANCE is the resource that helps you in color selection,
specially created with this aim; it is the generator of inspiration.

How do we create the palettes?

Each palette on our website is manually created and is the personal
creative work of our main author – designer, colorist and photographer
Alex Romanuke. That is why the creation of new color palettes are
limited in rate and quantity.

Where do we take these beautiful
photos?

Each photo on our website is officially purchased or personally given
by the photographers. We have the proper licenses (Attribution-
NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International) and the writing
confirmation of the authors. We do not use photos without the
author`s consent.

Where can you
take/download/receive the

Latest Free Design Resources

Hand-picked resources for web designer and developers, constantly updated.

Need something else? Access over 55+ Million Commercial Assets with

Download Now

Dazzle UI: 1600+ Free line icons for Figma

Figma

Hypnosis: Free News and Blog Website Template

Figma

Free Design System for Figma (+1300

Components)

Shutterstock Free Trial - Get images, video, music &

easy to use design tools with one subscription.

ads via Carbon

Freebiesbug uses browser cookies to give you the best possible experience. To use Freebiesbug, you must agree to

our Privacy Policy, including cookie policy. I agree.

 SHUT TERSTOCK

Download    FREE images from Shutterstock’s world-class l ibrary with a free 1-month trial!������
SPONSORED BY

HIDE AD  •  AD VIA  BUYSELL ADS

PREMIUM
ICON PACKS
View all

T H E  L A R G E S T  C O L L E C T I O N S  O F
P R E M I U M  A N D  F R E E  I C O N S

Download SVG, PNG, AI, EPS and PSD Icons for Free

Popular searches: Instagram, Facebook, Arrow, Phone, Youtube, User, Email

Premium plans start from $4
Click Here

Search for icons,illustrations e.g. arrow, facebook...Icons

ADS VIA CARBON

Shutterstock Free
Trial - Get images,
video, music &
easy to use design
tools with one
subscription.







Upgrade To Pro Sell Your Icons Log in Sign up
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What do you mainly
want to do?

Download
I'm here to download free photos
and videos.

Contribute
I'm here to share my photos and
videos with the world.

You can download and upload photos and
videos, no matter which option you choose.

Pexels Sign In

Choose
Design assets

Free Plan

Limited formats in lower resolution. 

Link to Icons8 when you use our

assets. More about linking

Start using

Icons

SVG and large PNG

Pichon app and plugins

100 downloads per month,

$0.20/icon after

$24

$13

Photos

PNG, PSD, and JPG

Lunacy

50 downloads per month,

$0.40/photo after

$24

$13

Illustrations

SVG and large PNG

Lunacy

25 downloads per month,

$0.80/illustration after

$24

$13

Music

320 kbps MP3 and 44 kHz lossless

WAV

Icons + Illustrations

100 icons and 25 vectors per month

$0.20/icon and $0.80/illustration after

Subscribe

Subscribe Subscribe

Pricing

All paid plans allow for the use of assets with no time limit and with no link to us.

Unused downloads are transferred to the next period.

Monthly Yearly 	�20%


ICONS8

We use cookies.

What for? OK

Font Awesome
Font Awesome is the world's most popul�r icon set �nd toolkit. We've got 19,403 icons in 68 c�tegories �cross
6 st�les (plus brnds!), with even more on the w��. Get icons into �our projects f�st with Font Awesome!

 s�ve  open  sk�w�lker  se�son�l  sort

 we�ther  mone�  goth�m

View All 19,403 Icons 

https://colorbrewer2.org/#type=diverging&scheme=Spectral&n=3
https://www.grabient.com/
https://colorpalettes.net/category/contrasting-color/
https://convertingcolors.com/hex-color-043927.html
https://htmlcolors.com/
https://www.freepik.com/
https://freebiesbug.com/
https://freeicons.io/
https://www.vecteezy.com/
https://www.pexels.com/
https://icons8.com/icons
https://fontawesome.com/icons
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1. DrawBioMed
2. DrawBioMed videos: Graphical Abstract in Powerpoint
3. Free software for making graphical abstracts
4. A very quick video demo on laying out a visual abstract in PowerPoint
5. How to make a visual abstract (YouTube lecture by Professor Andrew Ibrahim)
6. Easy steps to make Graphical Abstract for Elsevier journal on Powerpoint
7. BioRender Graphical Abstracts Webinar
8. How to Make Graphical Abstracts in Adobe Illustrator with Free Templates
9. Inkscape Course for ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS. Quickstart in under 1 hour
10. How to use GIMP - Beginner Tutorial

 Tutorials and videos

back to categories

https://biorender.com/
https://tidbitapp.io/
https://www.adobe.com/uk/products/photoshop/landpa.html?gclid=Cj0KCQiA-JacBhC0ARIsAIxybyPyZP12VfCr8SOxDc6DrngMNu9hcsqMxdqlF2j9ps2a9rXvQFf41skaAsleEALw_wcB&mv=search&mv=search&sdid=GVTYXZY8&ef_id=Cj0KCQiA-JacBhC0ARIsAIxybyPyZP12VfCr8SOxDc6DrngMNu9hcsqMxdqlF2j9ps2a9rXvQFf41skaAsleEALw_wcB:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!3085!3!594259336291!e!!g!!photoshop%20download!17011954559!138864792387
https://www.drawbiomed.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG_hxJCMSNc&ab_channel=DrawBioMed
https://www.drawbiomed.com/news/blog-post-title-four-t3l5y-sf32f-s42jr-2nmcc-dnzyf-3mrcp-pf246-z5sla-67b9j-e9wds-lkbbk-the2x-74lp6-7yszw-m4e9t-7lahj-z9k46-gzh2d-l7hza-mmh2f-ssndm-srtz2
https://twitter.com/AndrewMIbrahim/status/839642707089899520
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CzSvC6ZtS1I&ab_channel=SocietyofAmericanGastrointestinalandEndoscopicSurgeons%28SAGES%29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8b-_ahy2EE&t=6s&ab_channel=ScienceInfographics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR5TbTI7XhA&ab_channel=BioRender
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9D3ImN8qYf4&ab_channel=SimplifiedScienceVideos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RldAR3Nnb9g&ab_channel=DrawBioMed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LX-S1CX1HUI&t=1s&ab_channel=KevinStratvert
https://www.adobe.com/uk/products/illustrator.html?gclid=Cj0KCQiA-JacBhC0ARIsAIxybyPD4QRm_kTDdcSa1NIE1GKfmZBGKMf1bQP3gTyYPrU8VzvzFhISlT0aApcSEALw_wcB&mv=search&mv=search&sdid=KCJMVLF6&ef_id=Cj0KCQiA-JacBhC0ARIsAIxybyPD4QRm_kTDdcSa1NIE1GKfmZBGKMf1bQP3gTyYPrU8VzvzFhISlT0aApcSEALw_wcB:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!3085!3!520876987810!e!!g!!illustrator%20adobe!1422699800!59976309350


Reading guidelines

Visual abstract

1. Graphical Abstracts – Tools and Resources by Elsevier
2. Using graphical abstracts to enrich and expand the reach of your research by 

Elsevier
3. Visual Abstracts: a stimulating way of opening up your research to new audi-

ences
4. How social media can help societies and journals extend their reach
5. Visual Abstracts: Redesigning the Landscape of Research Dissemination (Re-

search article)
6. Promoting your research using infographics and visual abstracts (Research 

article)
7. CDC information on visual abstracts
8. Cell Press Graphical Abstract guidelines

1. Visual Hierarchy: Organizing content to follow natural eye movement patterns
2. Color Theory 101: A Complete Guide to Color Wheels & Color Schemes
3. Wonderful resources to master color theory
4. Twitter thread for icons, type, colour, and designing on powerpoint

Design basics

Visual abstract resource categories
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https://www.elsevier.com/authors/tools-and-resources/visual-abstract
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/using-graphical-abstracts-to-enrich-and-expand-the-reach-of-your-research
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/using-graphical-abstracts-to-enrich-and-expand-the-reach-of-your-research
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/authors-update/vga
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/authors-update/vga
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/how-social-media-can-help-societies-and-journals-extend-their-reach
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0270929520300498
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1748681520303843
https://www.cdc.gov/pcd/for_authors/visual_abstracts.htm#:~:text=A%20visual%20abstract%20is%20a,serves%20to%20generate%20reader%20interest.
https://www.cell.com/pb/assets/raw/shared/figureguidelines/GA_guide.pdf
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/visual-hierarchy-organizing-content-to-follow-natural-eye-movement-patterns
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/color-theory-design
https://artres.xyz/post/wonderful-resources-to-master-color-theory/
https://twitter.com/DivnaHaslam/status/1564478257936109568
https://twitter.com/iamscicomm/status/1531766604626857989
https://twitter.com/iamscicomm/status/1531651972776054785
https://twitter.com/canopyrobin/status/1537344286479601665?lang=en-GB
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